
Efficient numerics of non-isothermal highly viscous 
multiphase flows for the simulation of the production 

process of graded micro foams  





Required: 1. Special Models 

Oldroyd B 

Maxwell A 

Oldroyd A 

Giesekus 

Maxwell B 

Jeffreys 

Phan-Thien 

Phan-Thien Tanner 



Required: 2. Special Numerics 
Special FEM Techniques 

Grid Deformation Methods 

Space-Time Adaptivity 
Implicit Approaches 

Stabilization for high Re and Wi Numbers 

Multigrid Solvers 

Newton Methods 



Fully implicit monolithic multigrid FEM solver 



edge-oriented/interior penalty FEM, TVD/FCT  







Newton Solver 

{\bf x}^{n}  





Oldroyd A/B, Maxwell A/B, Jeffreys, PTT, Giesekus 

Kinetic Energy for two different velocity inflow 

Zoom shows oscillation..!! 



Standard rate-type non-Newtonian formulation     

Using  the identity  Conformation tensor:  

Change of variable   

This tensor is symmetric and  positive definite 

For large class of constitutive equations !! 



Observations: 
-  positive definite  positive preserving discretizations : FCT/TVD 
-  exponential behaviour  approximation by polynomials??? 

Positive by design,  
so we can take its logarithm 

Numerical experiences: 

•  Stresses grow exponentially 

•  Stretching part creates numerical problem 



(LCR) 
Cutline of Stress_11

 component at y = 1.0 

(Old)  



Direct change of variable                        in the conformation 
tensor constitutive equation (the idea is due to M. Behr) 

Gradient of exponential of      ◊ ???

Solvers  ??? 



The  change of variable                       as an evolution equation for the purely 
extension part of            (the idea is due to Kupferman)  

• Decompose the velocity gradient into a purely extension and          
commutable  part        and to a purely rotation part  

using the eigenvalue problem 

•   The conformation tensor equation can be rewriten as 



 Increases the critical Wi number dramatically !! 



2.     4 to 1 contraction 

Velocity profile at the inlet:  

Out flow: Neuman Bc‘s 

Stress field: Neuman Bc‘s 

1.     Driven cavity 

Velocity profile at the upper wall:  
Dirichtlet Bc‘s everywhere 
Stress field: Neuman Bc‘s 





Driven cavity 

Velocity profile at the upper wall:  

For t > 1, vin = 16 

Dirichtlet Bc‘s everywhere 
Stress field: Neuman Bc‘s 



We = 1 We = 3 

Increasing Wi number shifts the stream to the left 

t = 8 

Stream function 



We = 1 We = 3 
t = 8 

Increasing Wi number increases psi by a factor of 1 



Re<<1 t=8 n=[64]
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Vx = 0.5 

t = 8 
Vy = 0.75 

Increasing Wi number does not give much impact to the velocity field 



  Wi >> 4.5 for 4 to 1 contraction (steady state) 
  Wi >> 1.5 for square (steady state) 

  Wi ~ 1.0   for 4 to 1 configuration 

  Wi ~ 0.5   for square 

Additional stabilization will help for high Re + Wi numbers 

With LCR, we are now able to simulate much higher Wi numbers 

NEW: 

Application to other viscoelastic flow models 


